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The exponential limit law for the critical multitype BienaymC-Galton- 
Watson process is extended to a class of offspring distributions some or all of 
whose second moments are infinite. Several asymptotic consequences pertaining 
to transition probabilities and invariant measures are derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we extend to the multitype case some results of Slack [9] con- 
cerning critical BienaymC-Galton-Watson processes without variance. Let 
z, == (qy,..., 2:‘)) denote a critical, d-type, nonsingular and positively regular 
BGW process. By F(s) = (F”)(s),...,F(“)(s)) we denote the offspring p.g.f., 
M is the expectation matrix, v and u its left and right eigenvectors, respectively, 
corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue I, and normalized so that v . u = 1, 
1 . u = 1, with 1 the vector (I ,..., I). ei (1 .< i < d) is a unit vector consisting 
of zeros except for a 1 in position i, and s = (sl ,..., sd) is a generic point in Rd. 
The state space for the process is -X, the collection of all d-tuples, k = (k,,...,k,) 
of non-negative integers. We shall employ the convenient notation s < t 
whenever si < ti for all 1 < i < d, exp s = (e%,..., e”e), and sk = $1 ... s? . 
j! s II2 denotes the L, norm of s, and, finally, F,! is the nth functional iterate of F. 
If 
E[.Zt)Zf) / Z, = e,] < cc for all 1 < i, j, k < d (1.1) 
then n-lZ, / Z, + 0 converges in distribution (see [6, S]) to an exponential 
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random variable whose mass is concentrated on the ray cv. In one dimension 
and for a suitable class of p.g.f. Slack [9] has demonstrated that normalization 
by 1 -F,(O) in place of n-l produces a nondegenerate limit, which is not 
exponential in general, if the variance is infinite. 
The approach taken in this paper is as follows. First we show that there are 
suitable constants a, such that anZlz . u 1 Z, # 0 converges in distribution. 
Then we show that Z,/(Z, . u) j Z, # 0 converges in probability to a fixed 
direction v. These two results are then combined to give convergence in distribu- 
tion of the vector anZn 1 Z, f 0. 
It is fitting to note in passing that our considerations include the classical 
situation when (1.1) holds, in which case the proof given is different from the 
usual one (which requires a certain uniformity lemma [2, Sect. V.51) and adds 
some geometric insight. In fact the lemma of Section 3 is valid without any 
assumptions on the offspring distribution other than those stated in the first 
paragraph above. 
The final section of this paper contains several asymptotic results on ‘the 
n-step transition probabilities and invariant measures which sharpen some 
earlier work [5]. 
2. SCALAR CONVERGENCE 
The foundation block of this section is the following expansion of Joffe and 
Spitzer [6], 
I - F(s) = (M - E(s)) (1 - s), (2-l) 
where the matrix E(s) is nonincreasing in s, with respect to the partial order 
induced by <, and tends to zero as s + 1. Let D(s) = (vE(1 - s) s)/(v . s) and 
then for all sufficiently small and positive scalars x define cl(x) = d(xu) = 
vE( 1 - xu) il. 
Assumption: 
f&c) = x~L(x), (2.2) 
for some 0 < a < 1 and a function L slowly varying at 0. The motivation for 
(2.2) is apparent when we reduce it to an equivalent condition when d = 1. 
In this case (2.1) becomes F(s) = s + E(s) (1 - s) and (2.2) reduces to E(s) = 
(1 - s)” L(l - s) giving F(s) = s $~ (1 - ~)l+~ L( 1 - s), precisely the form of 
p.g.f. singled out by (1.1) of [9]. 
LEMMA 1. lim,,,(x/l’(x)/fl(x)) = 0~. 
P~ooj. From (2.1) v . (F(l - xu) - 1 + XU) = xn(x). Differentiation shows 
that the left side has a monotone increasing derivative in x and then we ma) 
apply the one-dimensional argument to deduce the lemma. I 
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For the sequel we let a, = v . (1 - F,(O)) and A, = A( 1 - F,(O)). 
LEMMA 2. lim,,,(d,/A(a,)) = 1. 
Proof. Given E > 0, by (3.3) of [6] for all 7t sufficiently large, 
(1 - c) a,u < 1 - F,(O) < (1 + c) u,u and invoking the monotonicity of E, 
(1 - E) A((1 - e) a,) < A, < (1 + E) A((1 + 6) a,). Dividing these inequali- 
ties by A(u& letting n--t co and using the definition of a regularly varying 
function we have 
Finally let E J 0. [ 
LEMMA 3. lim,,, ti(un) = l/a. 
Proof. We shall mimic Lemma 2 of [9]. To this end substitute s = F,(O) 
into (2.1) and take the scalar product with v to yield a,,, = a, - u,A, . Next 
apply the mean value theorem to the function A to obtain A(u,) - A(un+r) = 
u,A,A’(u, - &+znAn) for some 0 < tin < 1. Make the decomposition 
= A,B,C,D, 
where 
and 
A, -+ 0, which implies that A, -+ 1. By Lemma 1, B, -+ 01. The uniform con- 
vergence property of slowly varying functions [7] shows that C, --+ 1, and we 
have just seen by Lemma 2 that D, --+ I. Summarizing, we have shown that 
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A(a,+,)-1 - A(a,)-1 ---t 01. The Cesaro sums of these differences also converge 
to 01, and so the lemma follows. 1 
COROLLARY. 
lim nL(a,) Pr[Z, # 0 1 Zs = i]” = (i * uy/(~, 
n-m i E X ] (0). 
THEOREM 1. Let G(x) be the distribution function with Laplace-Stieltjks 
transform 
c+(t) = 1 - t(1 + P-l/L”. 
Then for any x 3 0, i E X / {0}, 
i+~ Pr[a,Z, * u < x / Z, f 0, Z, = i] = G(x). 
Proof. Let &(t) be the LS transform of the conditional distribution 
. u ] Z, # 0, Z, = i. For fixed 0 < t < 00 put yn = exp(- ta,u). Then 
i$ = 1 - [(I - Fn*(yn))/(l - F,*(O))]. We want to show that &(t) +4(t) 
as n + co. By (3.3) of [6] and (3.6) of [S] it suffices to show that 
#n(t) = v * (1 - Fn(~nN/v - (1 - F,(O)) converges to 1 - d(t). To achieve this 
we first select or and ~a arbitrarily small and positive. If n is sufficiently large then 
ta,( 1 + cr)/(l - Q) < 1 and we may therefore find an integer k = k(n) such 
that 
%cfl < %a(1 + %)/(l - 4 < ak:. (2.3) 
By (3.3) of [6] if k is sufficiently large 
(1 - EJ aku < 1 - FR(0) < (1 + Q) u.ku. 
It is also true that for n sufficiently large 
(2.4) 
1 - t(l + EJ a,u < yn ,( 1 - t(l - 61) a,u. (2.5) 
Since K + co as n + co it is clear that we may find an integer N such that if 
n > N then (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) hold simultaneously. Multiply the right hand 
inequality of (2.3) by the vector (1 - l a) u, obtaining t(1 + EJ a,u < 
(1 - Q) a,u, which is <I - Fk(0) by (2.4). Now invoke (2.5) to deduce the 
implication Flc(0) < yn . 
We may also define an integer I -;- Z(n) by 
a, < ta,(l - 4/U + 4 < cl (2.3’) 
so that for n sufficiently large, 
(1 - EJ alu ,( 1 - F,(O) < (1 + cP) alu. (2.4’) 
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Then play the same game as in the previous paragraph, replacing (2.3) and (2.4) 
with (2.3’) and (2.4’), respectively, to get yn < F,(O). We have thereby suc- 
ceeded in sandwiching yn between two iterates of F, namely, 
Furthermore, the asymptotic behavior of k and I as 1z -+ CC may be readily 
ascertained. In particular, divide (2.3) by uk and since ~.,+,/a, -+ 1 as k + co [5], 
conclude that 
limd*=tk$L. 
n- a, E2 
The uniform convergence property of slowly varying functions in conjunction 
with Lemma 3 produces 
a = t” (1 + %)a 
(I - E2)a . 
Similarly we may show that 
and then 
By Lemma 3 
(2.7) 
Because of (2.7) for n sufficiently large, n + k < An for some integer A. Hence 
(2.9) 
From Lemmas 2 and 3, $l, -+ c~i as j+ co so if j is sufficiently large d, < 
2(&-i. Thus the right hand side of (2.9) exceeds I$!,’ (1 - 2( $Y-l) for n 
sufficiently large and this is greater than the expression (1 - 2(nor)-l)tA-ljn, 
which remains bounded away from zero as n + co. It follows from the uniform 
convergence of slowly varying functions that L(an+&(a,) + 1 as n + co. 
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) then give 
lim anfle = [l + t-m(l + E&d (1 - Es)a]--l/a, 
n-t-2 a, 
(2.10) 
409/65/3-12 
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and we also have 
lim a,,, = [l + t-=(1 - E&n (1 + Q]-1’0. 
n-m a, 
(2.10’) 
Finally, from (2.6), 1 - F,+&(O) < 1 - Fr,(yn) < 1 - F,+,(O), which forces 
Let n -+ co, invoke (2.10) and (2.10’), and then let E 4 0, to conclude 
iz l+&(t) = (1 + t-a)+ = t(1 + t=)-l’a = 1 - 4(t). 
Although not explicitly stated in [9], the distribution function G(x) can be 
shown to be continuous for all x > 0 by Theorem 6.2.5 and its corollary of [3]. 
The continuity theorem then finishes up the proof. 1 
3. VECTOR CONVERGENCE 
LEMMA 4. Given any 6 > 0 
lim Pr I 2 
nim Eli ---VII ~6lZ,fO]=O. z,*u 2 
Proof. The details are similar to those of Athreya’s work [l] in the super- 
critical case except that here we must deal with the conditioning Z, # 0. The 
following variant of the weak law of large numbers is required: 
Let {XI , X, ,...} be a sequence of independent random variables whose 
distribution functions are taken from a finite set each member of which has 
mean zero. Then for any y > 0 
lim Pr [I Xl + *.*-txn >y =o. n+m n I 1 (3.1) 
Returning to the proof of this lemma, let n and m be positive integers (to be 
specified later) and decompose Znfln into the sum of the progeny produced at 
time n + m by the nth generation, 
d zp 
Z n+n = ,c, z1 z&-,.i; 4, 
where Z,(i, j; n) is the offspring vector at n + m descended from the jth particle 
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of type i at the nth generation. Since v . (1 - F(s))/v (1 - F,(O)) -+ 1 as 
it + co for all 0 < s < 1 it follows that 
l&Pr[Z;l <XjZ,#O]=O 
for each fixed integer h. 
(3.2) 
Select S > 0 and arbitrary. Then choose E > 0 and 0 <q < 1 to satisfy the 
inequality 6 > (1 - 7)--l (7 + 7 jl v (I2 + c). By [2, Lemma V.6.11 let m > m,, 
be so large that Ij sN1” - v I/a < E for all 0 < s satisfying s * u = 1. Therefore 
Pr [I! &Mm-vii >~lZ,io] =0 for all n. n’ (3.3) 2 
Next define s,, = (Z, . II-’ C& xFz(Z,n(&j; ti) - eiMm), and r,, = s,,, * u. 
The difference Zntnl/(Zn+nl * u) - v can then be expanded as 
(1 + r,,)-l (snm - vyn, + &M” - v) * 
Consider the conditional probability Pr[l Y,, I > 7 1 Z, # 01. This may be 
written as 
ZloP,[l y,, I Pr[Z, = k] >rl IL=klPr~z, + ol . (3.4) 
Since ui > 0 for all i, Z, . u > u,,Zn . 1 where ~1s i the smallest component of the 
vector u and is positive. Hence 
3 y,, I >rllZn=kl 
[I 
d 2;’ (3.5) 
< Pr (Z, . 1)-l c c (Z,(i,j; n) . u - ui) > 2~~7 / Z, = k . 
is1 j=l 1 
Let 8 > 0 be chosen arbitrarily. Then by (3.1) applied to the right hand side 
of (3.5) with y replaced by ‘lo7 there exists an integer K such that if 1 . 1 3 K, 
then (3.5) < 0 for all 71. We may thus bound (3.4) from above by 
,:k:c, WZ, = k I Z, Z 01 + 0. 
Letting 713 co, the sum goes to zero by (3.2) and then we let 0 4 0 to obtain 
$5 WI y,, I>7IZ12#01=0. (3.6) 
A totally analogous argument produces 
lim Pr[(/ s,, II2 > 7 I Z, # 0] = 0. n-tm (3.7) 
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Thus 
Pr 
[ii 
z n+m ----v/i 2w,#O] Z n+m . u 2 
G pr [I 1 + Anna 1-l [II %m 112 + I ~nnz I IIv II2 + /I &Mm - v IiJ > 8 l z, # o] n’ 
< Pr I 1 + r,, [ 1-l [II s nm II2 + I ~lzln I II v II2 + )I & iI@ - vii,] 2 6, n’ 
II %m 112 G 7, I ~nwl I G 7111 &M”-“I~2<~IZ,#o] n* 
+ Wll snm II2 > 7 I Z, f 01 + WI y,, I > r) I L f 01 
+prni&l 2 n’ M”‘-VI/ g3elZ,#O] 
< PrW - 7)-l (7 + 7 II v II2 + 4 3 6 I Z, # 01 
+ Pr[// snm II2 > 7 I Z, f 01 + WI mm I > 7 I Z, f 01 
+Pr[II~M~-v~~2~rIZ,#0]. n 
The first probability equals zero by choice of E and 7, and as n -+ co the remain- 
ing three probabilities tend to zero by virtue of (3.3), (3.6) and (3.7). We have 
therefore shown that 
lim Pr n-m [II 
Z 
-+“IMUlI/ >S/Z,#O]=O. 
Z mtm * u 2 
Lemma 4 then follows because 
Pr [II Z AM”--v >SlZ,+, Z n+m’U I/ 2 # 01 
< Pr [II Z n+m M” - v /I2 > 6 I Z, z 0] p;;g;_++“;I Z nwn * u 
and the ratio of probabilities on the right tends to 1 as n -+ co for each 
fixed m. m 
THEOREM 2. lim,,, Pr[a,Z, ,( s 1 Z, # 0] = H(s) where H(s) = G(f) and 
s” = minl~.iGd(si/vi). The limit distribution is concentrated on the ray cv, c > 0. 
Proof. Fix 0 < s. First we need some extra notation. C(S) will be the 
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positive cone with apex at the origin consisting of all 0 < 5 such that 
Ii spi .u) - VII2 d 6. qq = {G 5 *u < x and 5 E C(S)}. K(S) = (5: 0 ,( 
g ,< s and 4 E C(S)}. We claim that given 6 > 0 sufficiently small, 3x, = x,(S) 
and x2 z x&S) such that 
G,(S) c Jw c c&9, (3.8) 
and furthermore 
x1 T SAJ, x2 as 6 J 0. (3.9) 
To prove the claim, select S > 0 so small that C(S) lies strictly within the posi- 
tive d-dimensional orthant (excepting the apex 0). By S(S) we denote the inter- 
section of C(S) with those parts of the hyperplanes fi = si , 1 < i < d which 
form the boundary of the cube 0 < 5 < s. By convexity follows that 5 E K(S) 
iff 5 = ry for some y E a and 0 < Y < 1. Let f(c) be the linear functional 
defined by f(g) = g . u. Let xi = inf(f(EJ: 5 E a} and x2 = sup{f(S): 5 E a>. 
To show that (3.8) holds, suppose that e E C,,(S). Then E, . u < x1. It is also 
clear from the definition of the cone C(S) that 5 = cy for some c 2 0 and y E 3. 
Thus cy . u < x, and also x, < y . u. This implies that 0 < c < 1 and there- 
fore 5 E K(S). Next suppose that 5 E K(S). Then 5 = cy, 0 < c < 1, y E 3. 
Hence 5 . u = cy . u < cx2 < x2 . This proves that g E Cz2(S), and the inclu- 
sions of (3.8) are valid. 
Moving on to the proof of (3.9), the sets S(S) are nested decreasing as 6 J 0 
and their intersection is the point where the ray cv first hits the union of the 
hyperplanes Ei = si , 1 < i < d. The value of c is obviously min sJv~. By 
continuity off, .x1? cv . u = c 4 x2 as 6 J 0. 
Next, by (3.8) we obtain 
Pr[a,Z, E C,Js) I Z, f 01 < Pr[a,Z, E K(s) I Z, + 0] 
< Pr[GZ, E G,(s) I L # 01. 
(3.10) 
Now 
Pr[a,Z,L -< s I Z, # 01 = Pr [unZn < s, /( & - v 11 
2 
< 6 I Z, # 0] 
+Pr[a,Z,<s,II&-vi! >slZ,#O]. 
n’ 2 
Therefore by Lemma 4, 
IiT3&f Pr[a,Z, < s ] Z, # 0] = liF+,“f Pr[a,Z, E K(S) 1 Z, # 0] 
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and 
1 Z, Z 0] = litn+yp Pr[a,Z, E K(6) lim sup Pr[a,Z, < s mm 
Similarly 
IZ, 1 01. 
liT+$f Pr[a,Z, E CJS) 1 Z, # 0] = liy+$f Pr[unZn * u < x1 ( Z, + 0] 
= G(x,), by Theorem 1, 
and 
lim sup Pr[a,Z, E C&S) ] Z, $1 0] = lirn-yp Pr[a,Z, * u < x’a I Z, # 0] 
@‘CO 
= G(xZ). 
Applying these results to (3.10) 
G(x,) < lim&f Pr[u,Z, < s [ Z, # 0] < liz+?p Pr[u,Z, < s 1 Z, # 0] 
< G@,). 
Let 6 4 0 and use the continuity of G together with (3.9) to complete the proof 
of the theorem. I 
4. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 
Let {n(i)} be the unique invariant measure (up to the normalization 
P(F(0)) = 1 h w ere P(s) is the generating function of the measure, [5]). Accord- 
ing to [5, Theorem 2.21, 
P,(i, j) - n(i) (i .u) v . (F,+dO) - F,(O)), ?l-+X 
where (P,(i, j)} are the n-step transition probabilities. From (2.1) 
v . (F,+l(O) - F,(O)) = GL 
- %4&l), by Lemma 2, 
1 ( > 
1+1/a 
N- 
an 
I&pa, by Lemma 3. 
Therefore 
(~~)~+l/~L.(u,)~la P,(i, j) - 77(j) (i . II) as n--t co. (4.1) 
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Let U(X) be the measure assigned by r(i) to the region i . u < X, that is 
vx> = CbuSrn n(i). It follows that P(e-to) is the LS transform of U(X), 
P(e+) = Jm e-f”U(dy). 
0 
Our interest is in the asymptotic behavior of P(e@‘) as t--f 0 since we plan to 
apply a Tauberian theorem. We shall proceed as in Theorem 1. In fact we assert 
that given or and l 2 small and positive then for all t sufficiently small there 
exist integers k = k(t) and I = Z(t) such that 
and 
Fk(0) < e-'" < F,(O), (4.2) 
1 + El 
u+l-e2~ 
1 - Er 
4 -t 1 + E2 as t -+ 0. 
Since P satisfies Abel’s equation 
P(W) = P(s) + 1, P(0) = 0 
we get from (4.2) 
k < P(e-““) < 1. 
Since by Lemma 3, ka,aL(a,) -+ CC-~ we use (4.3) and (4.4) to obtain 
lirnpf P(e-““) taL(t) > iy-l(l - ea)OL (1 + +, 
and similarly 
lim+;up P(e-$‘) t&L(t) < a-‘( 1 + E$ (1 - Qa. 
Let E 4 0 to conclude that 
P(eetu) N t-” -& , t --+ 0. 
Karamata’s Tauberian Theorem [4, Theorem X111.5.2] then yields 
(4.4) 
U(x) - 
X= 
aiy(ll+ I)L(x-1) ’ 
x+ co. (4.5) 
Relations (4.1) and (4.5) are the d-dimensional analogs of Theorem 2 of [9]. 
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5. FINAL REMARK 
The converse to the main result of this paper, as considered in [lo], is presently 
under investigation, and will be forthcoming in a future publication. 
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